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BUSINESS LED INSTANT REBATES  

FACILITIES SAVE MORE WITH ENERGY-EFFICIENT LIGHTING 

Did you know that the average commercial business wastes 30 percent of the energy 
it consumes?1 If your business is still using inefficient, conventional lighting, it could 
account for a considerable amount of wasted energy every year. By simply upgrading 
to screw-in or pin-based LEDs, you can save money and energy, and our instant 
rebates can help you make the switch at a lower cost.

Get discounts with our Business LED Instant Rebates
Our Business LED Instant Rebate provides you with the opportunity to purchase 
qualifying screw-in or pin-based LEDs at a discount, directly from participating 
distributors. By lowering the cost difference between energy-saving LEDs and 
traditional standard wattage products, our instant rebates are designed to help you 
make the transition from using inefficient, incandescent and halogen lamps.

How does it work?
As an Xcel Energy commercial, electric customer, or if you are an electrical contractor 
working on behalf of an Xcel Energy customer, you can take advantage of our 
instant rebates simply by purchasing qualifying screw-in or pin-based LED lamps 
from one of our 60+ participating distributors (a list can be found at xcelenergy.com/
LightingEfficiency). When purchasing lamps, the rebate is paid at the point of sale as a 
discount on your lamp invoice. There are no rebate forms to complete and no wait for 
rebate checks to be mailed when you purchase qualifying lamps. Simply provide the 
installation address for the lamps and the distributor will apply the discount.

Eligible products and rebates
The following product categories qualify for Xcel Energy Business LED instant rebates. 
Higher rebate levels are available for ENERGY STAR® qualified products. Rebates 
are 25% less for non-ENERGY STAR and require pre-approval from the CLEAResult 
program lead.

Minnesota Business LED Instant Rebates
Rebates effective January 1, 2022:

PRODUCT CATEGORY
ENERGY STAR 

QUALIFIED REBATE
non-ENERGY STAR 

REBATE 

A-Lamp, 0-749 lumens $1.00 $0.75

A-Lamp, 750-1049 lumens $3.00 $2.25

A-Lamp, 1050-1489 lumens $4.00 $3.00

A-Lamp, 1490+ lumens $6.00 $4.50

Decorative (Candle, Globe, etc) $4.00 $3.00

MR16 $5.00 $3.75

PAR16 $3.00 $2.25

PAR20, R20 $4.00 $3.00

PAR30, BR30 $5.00 $3.75

PAR38 $10.00 $7.50

BR40 $6.00 $4.50

Downlight Retrofit Kit $9.00 $6.75

Save more than just energy

ENERGY STAR lamps use up to 90 
percent less energy than traditional 
incandescent bulbs, and last up to 
15 times longer.2

• Save on replacement and 
maintenance costs with long-
lasting LEDs.

• LEDs emit almost no heat, which 
can also help reduce cooling 
costs.

Questions?
For more information, please contact 
your representative, Beth Neiss, 
Midstream Lighting Trade Relations 
Manager, 612-508-8167,  
Beth.Neiss@CLEAResult.com.

Lamps and rebate amounts are subject to change.

There is a requirement for a minimum customer contribution. 
Customers must contribute at least $1 per lamp or retrofit kit.

CLEAResult implements the Business LED Instant Rebate 
program on behalf of Xcel Energy.

1.  ENERGY STAR,  https://www.energystar.gov/about/about_
energy_efficiency

2.  ENERGY STAR, https://www.energystar.gov/products/
lighting_fans/light_bulbs
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